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you
You sounds like the letter “U”.  You and I are friends.  You.

I
I use the letter I when I talk about myself.  I.

we
We can do anything, if we work together.  We.

jump
Jump.  Did you see P jump into the pool?  Jump.

up
Up!  Little Dog is climbing up the letters that spell “up.”

run
Run.  See how N can run!

down
Down.  Little Dog runs down the letters that spell “down.”

can
Can.  I can tell this picture is a can, and the word is “can” too!  Can.

fast
Fast.  These fast letters look like they are going fast!

and
And.  Jack and Jill are brother and sister, boy and girl.  And.
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I use the letter I when I talk about myself.  I.

I

jump
Jump.  Did you see P jump into the pool?  Jump.

run
Run.  See how N can run!
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can
Can.  I can tell this picture is a can, and the word is “can” too!  Can.

and
And.  Jack and Jill are brother and sister, boy and girl.  And.

You sounds like the letter “U”.  You and I are friends.  You.

you
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we
We can do anything, if we work together.  We.

up
Up!  Little Dog is climbing up the letters that spell “up.”

down
Down.  Little Dog runs down the letters that spell “down.”



 

The Dolch Word List of 220 of the most critical vocabulary words for reading competence does not contain nouns. 
There is a separate Dolch List of the 95 nouns.  You may enjoy making your own entertaining pictographs for your 
preschool, kindergarten or English as an additional language student.  Many Dolch nouns are illustrated for you in 
our booklet, titled “Make Your Own Pictographs: Twelve Dozen Noun Pictographs to Help You Get Started.”  They 
include pictographs for toys, animals, food, people, science words, holiday words and common objects.  Some 
excerpts follow: 
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fast
Fast.  These fast letters look like they are going fast!



How can I tell if my class can learn by this method? 
 
This fun and easy trial of Picture Me Reading should give you a clue... 
 
Each of the Dolch Sight Word flash cards in this sample has a pictograph on one side, and the 
plain word with its sentence cue on the other. 
 
You will teach the ten words in this order:  I, jump, run, can, and, you, we, up, down, fast. 
 
This is how you will teach the words.   
The directions given are at the most basic level for very young children or children with 
developmental delays or serious learning disabilities of one sort or another.   Feel free to speed 
them up, shorten some steps, or even skip some if you find your class learns them very quickly.  
Some children can master the entire exercise easily in one session; others will achieve success in 
several sessions.  (Hint: “Special needs” students of primary age, 6-8 years, can generally 
master one word per day, or five per week.  At that rate, one would expect two weeks time to be 
necessary to master these ten words, providing practice daily.  Learning just one word per day, 
in the space of one school year, your class may learn 180 words, equivalent to grade level 2.2!) 
 
1.  First (very important!), tell the children the word you will teach them.  
Do NOT show the children the pictograph first before you have introduced the 
word!  (If they guess what the word is and guess wrongly, they must first unlearn incorrect 
impressions before they can go on to learn the word correctly, and this often is time consuming.) 
 
Say something like this:  "This word says 'I' and when I say something about myself, I usually 
use the word 'I' instead of my name.  'I.'"  (If the children are very young, or developmentally 
delayed, you may wish to paste a tiny picture of your face at the top of the capital letter, thus 
making a pictograph person.  Substitute the children’s self drawing of their faces to each child.)   
    
2. Give several examples for each word, to provide them a "mental set."   
Personalize them so they can relate.   For example:   "I am going to teach you the word 
'jump.'  I know you like to jump!  You can jump over a castle made of blocks.  You can jump 
over a puddle.   (Ask them to give some examples of when they like to jump, too.)   Best of all, I 
think you might like to jump into the water when it is hot outside!   (Now, show the pictograph, 
and read the cue sentence.)   See 'p' jump into the water on a hot summer day! " 
 
3.  Immediately show the children  the usefulness of learning the words.   Place 
the two word cards in the pocket chart, and say:  "Now we can make a sentence that tells a little 
story: ‘I jump.’  This word says 'I.'  I will put it here.  Now I put the word that says 'jump' right 
after it.  Now we can read the little story:  I jump!" Encourage them to read it with you, pointing 
to the words as you read  them.  Also, let children take turns pointing to the words and reading 
them.  (They may enjoy acting out the sentence, also.  “Picture Me Reading!” also markets a set 
of mimes for kinesthetic learning of the 220 Dolch Sight Words for truly multimodal learning.) 
 



4.  Two words may be all the children can master at one time.  If you think your 
class can do more, repeat the teaching process with "run," "can," and "and."  
 
5.  You want the children to be able to recognize the words without the picture 
clues as soon as they are able.  When they reliably recognize the words with the pictures, 
show them the plain side of a card and tell them that it is the same word, only without the 
picture, which is the way the word will look in books and newspapers.  Ask the class if they can 
remember what the picture looked like -- the one that helps them remember the word.  If they 
cannot tell you (in their own words), show the picture side again, as a prompt, AND repeat 
the sentence cue to set the memory more firmly.   (Always show the pictograph briefly as a 
prompt, whenever a child cannot recall a word!  Don=t let them guess wrongly B or they may 
internalize the wrong response.) 
 
6.  Mix all the words you have taught in the pocket chart, or with a small 
group, spread them out on the table.  Have one child point to the words as you 
say each of them:   "Find 'jump.'  Now find 'can.'" etc.  Repeat with as many children as you 
think need to do this, changing the position of one or two cards each time.  (Recognition is the 
first level of learning.)  When the children can do that without error, mix them up again, and 
you point to the words as one child at a time reads them, again mixing the order each time.  
(Now you are asking for recall, which really is reading, and is more difficult than recognition.)   
Changing the location of the word cards frequently ensures that the children are  not simply 
memorizing the location of the words.   When the children seem confident, tell them you will 
turn the cards over so they can read the words without the pictures, just as they will when they 
read real books.  Ask them to choose which one to turn over each time, so they can let you know 
which words they are most confident of having learned.  Incorporate little games you invent 
together to make it more fun, if you wish.  Above all, this exercise should be fun for the children. 
 
7.  As soon as they can read the words without the pictures, you can ask them 
to make sentences:   "Now, let's use the words to make some little story sentences.  With just 
three words, two sentence "stories" are possible.  (They may enjoy drawing pictures for them): 
 
I run. 
I jump. 
 
By adding ‘can’ and ‘and,’ several more sentences can be constructed, and changing the word 
order makes questions of the sentences containing “can,” so ten different sentences are possible. 
 
I can run.  (Can I run?) 
I can jump.  (Can I jump?) 
I can run and jump.  (Can I run and jump?) 
I can jump and run.  (Can I jump and run?) 
 
Ask if the children can find the words that make the sentence, 'I can run.'"  Have a child arrange 
the cards in left to right order and then read the sentence he has assembled.   Repeat the exercise, 
varying the sentences to give plenty of practice.  You may then wish to provide the sentences on 



paper for them and have them draw illustrations for them.  Each child  will enjoy reading them to 
relatives and friends, to show how he is learning to read, and rereading them will provide good 
review opportunities, helping to keep the words firmly set in his memory. 
 
8.  Just before the next teaching session, first review the words learned earlier.  
Go through the flashcards with the picture sides first, then without.  Do some practice with any 
words they may have forgotten. 
 
9.   Next, teach "you" and "we," using the methods already described.  At this 
point,  your sentences can also include the following, and the number of sentences possible is 
already 23 (34, if you count the questions made by putting ‘can’ in the first place in the 
sentence!) 
  
You run. 
We run. 
You and I run. 
You jump. 
We jump. 
You and I jump. 
You can run. 
We can run. 
You and I can run. 
You can jump. 
We can jump. 
You and I can jump. 
You can run and jump. 
We can run and jump. 
You can jump and run. 
We can jump and run. 
You and I can jump and run. [note:  print an extra copy of Aand.@ on a piece of sentence strip.] 
 
When you also have added "up" and "down" and "fast," you can see that the number of 
possibilities explodes into literally dozens of possible permutations.   Having learned just TEN 
of these important words (4 percent of the Dolch Sight Words), and already able to read 
many sentences that each tell a short story, a child begins to feel that he can become a 
competent reader, and he really CAN, for these important words make up a large portion 
of the reading vocabulary each child must master on the way to full literacy, the matrix of 
all the stories and other reading material that any of us reads! 
 
10.  Most importantly, you will be teaching reading for meaning ("reading 
comprehension") right from the very beginning!!  There will be no struggling with 
sound-by-sound, letter-by-letter decoding of every word in every sentence!   A child who must 
decode every single word by that laborious means often loses sight of what he is reading about 
by the third or fourth word, and can only hope to make it to the period at the end of the sentence.  
Usually, by that time, he has little or no concept of what he has read, and just as little interest!   
Worst of all, it is impossible to "sound out" many of the words encountered, which further 



demoralizes the beginning reader!  He feels betrayed when he has been told repeatedly to "sound 
out" the words, when he encounters words such as one, once, the, they, could, was, two, of, were, 
and where, etc., in every sentence he reads! 
 
(Note:  Children who have been taught to attack unknown words using sound-by-sound decoding 
strategies often persist for a time in trying to phonetically decode when they first are introduced 
to "Picture Me Reading!" flash cards.  Do not judge the effectiveness of the method as lacking, 
if this occurs!  A child who has been struggling unsuccessfully with phonics often requires 
several exposures to this technique before he really believes that it is "okay" to not sound the 
words out, and that he has "permission" to simply commit these flashcard words to memory in 
this fun and developmentally natural way for young children to learn!) 
 
So...teach a child to recognize the most important words for reading fluency, which make 
up as much as 80 percent of the words in his stories, and he will happily and willingly work 
diligently to phonetically decode the remaining 20 percent!    
 
Phonics generalizations usually are much more easily mastered when the important high 
frequency words already have been committed to memory, especially when the Dolch words 
already known are used as exemplars for the rules.  Parents and teachers often are astonished at 
how readily children make the transition, sometimes even without much direct instruction!  Best 
of all, your children will understand what they read and will recall it when they are finished! 
 
 *********** 
If you tried this exercise with your children... 
 
Did your children learn these sample Dolch Words with relative ease?   Was it an enjoyable and 
fun experience as it is for most beginning readers?   Was it also fun for you? 
 
Were you pleased and excited to watch your youngsters actually reading whole sentences and 
understanding them within a very short time?   Were their parents delighted, too? 
 
If you answered "yes" to these questions, plan to use "Picture Me Reading!"  for a few minutes 
each day and watch your children become competent readers, able to successfully read and 
understand what they read  at the second grade level or beyond,  often in a matter of just weeks! 
 
Even if they learn just one word per day, they will have mastered most of the Dolch Sight 
Word list in well under a year’s time.   Assuming that you also teach beginning phonics 
generalizations (“Picture Me Reading My Favorite Storybooks!” tells you how to pair that 
instruction with use of the “Picture Me Reading!” flash cards), your children will very likely be 
able to read second grade material with relative ease.  George D. Spache, writing in his book, 
Diagnosing and Correcting Reading Disabilities, Second Edition, (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
Inc., 1981, p.159) gives a table of reading level equivalences based on Dolch Word knowledge.  
The child knowing 180 Dolch Words is estimated to be able to read at the beginning second 
grade level (2.2)!  Mastery of all 220 Dolch Words yields an estimated reading level of 3.0!   
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